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Best baby bibs for messy eaters

Babies and toddlers are very messy. Especially when you eat. And that means you'll have to have a few food bibs around. But all bibs are definitely not created equal, and there are plenty of different choices from traditional bibs to sleeved ones to body covering smocks. So as to choose?! We decided to try out some of
the most popular bibs available so you can find out the best for you and your messy monkey. Built Mess Mate Toddler Bib The Built Mess Mate Toddler Bib is soft, comfortable and has a front pocket to catch food (a must-have if you don't have a dog to pick up all these crumbs!). The Velcro closure is simple to use, but
doesn't rip off too easily. This bib has been tested for FDA food safety, lead safety and phthalates. It is also PVC, BPA and vinyl-free. A pack of two bibs sells for about $20. The built-in bib is made of neoprene (wetsuit material). So it's perfect if you like to snorkel while feeding your baby! This material is described as
stain resistant. But I had to scrub baby food from it, wait to dry and then I could still see some food on there. It can be thrown in the washing machine. Although it's not a big sell with me because I do enough laundry around here. I'd rather be able to easily wipe a bib down and have it be ready for the next feeding.
Strengths: Comfortable material for your baby, front pocket, machine washes and PVC, BPA and vinyl-free. Weaknesses: Can't easily wipe it down. I had to scrub it in the sink and it was still wet the next time I fed my baby. Neck closure cannot be adjusted. Last word on built Mess Mate Toddler Bib: I would skip this bib.
I prefer a bib that is easier to clean. I also don't love color choices for these bibs. The muted colored stripes just weren't like me. OXO Tot Roll Up Bib Oxo Tot Roll Up Bib is slightly smaller in size than the built-in bib (reviewed above) and is aimed at babies 6 months and up. The upper part of the bib is a comfortable
fabric, and the lower part is silicone with a food-safe silicone pocket. Currently sells for about $13 per bib. The lower part of the bib was a snap to dry clean. But I had to scrub the top of the bib to remove the stains and let it dry. Bib is machine washed. It comes in three bright fun colors: aqua, green or pink. BPA, PVC
and phthalate-free. This OXO bib has two features that I really like. The neck closure can be adjusted to make it bigger as your child grows. Also the fabric part of the bib rolls in your pocket, which makes it easy to throw in a diaper bag for travel. Strengths: Comfortable fit for the child, a very functional silicone front
pocket and BPA, PVC and phthalate-free. Weaknesses: The top of the bib not so easy to clean, I'd love to. Final word on OXO Tot Roll Up Bib: A really good option. Make sure you have one of the bib, because the bib may not be dry, from cleaning, at the next feeding time. Tommee Tippee Explora Easi-roll Bib Of
course the name is terrible. Tommee Tippee Explora Easi-roll Bib? It sounds like some kind of crazy sushi roll. But don't let the name deter you from buying this awesome bib, which will only run you $13 for a 2-pack. Long after you've thrown other bibs away because they're completely gross, the Tommee Tippee bib will
still be around. It cleans very easily. Just wipe it down after each use. You only need two of these bibs! It is waterproof and dishwasher safe. BPA and phthalate-free.  Fits babies 6 months and up. It has a front pocket to catch food. Like the OXO bib (reviewed above), it rolls up easily for travel and neck closure is also
adjustable. The material is not too stiff, so it is comfortable for your baby. Strengths: Very durable, ridiculously easy to clean, rolls up for travel, adjustable neck closure, and BPA- and phthalate-free. Weaknesses: A little staining from the food. Last word on Tommee Tippee bib: If you don't buy this bib, you're afraid to be
happy. Baby Bear Soft Bib I don't exactly understand why this BabyBjørn bib is called soft bib because it's actually pretty stiff. In fact, my child had no interest in wearing this, and I don't really blame him. It just seems too stiff. That said, it has some great features. It is very easy to dry clean, has an adjustable neck closure
and a nice front pocket to catch food. But it seems useless if your child doesn't want to wear it. Costs about $11.50 per bib. Strengths: Super easy to keep clean, neck closure grows with your baby and large front pocket. Weaknesses: Too stiff and unpleasant. Final word on BabyBjørn Soft Bib: I know some moms and
dads will be tempted to buy this bib because it's made by BabyBjørn and yes, I love my BabyBorn carrier too, but definitely skip this bib. There are much better bib choices out there.  (Update: Some readers love this bib.  Read the comments below about others' feedback.)  Now there will be times when you want more
coverage for your baby. Maybe your baby is dressed up, or you've already changed her clothes several times that day, or maybe you've got a really sloppy Suzy on your hands. The bibs/smocks reviwed below will give your child a lot more protection. Baby Bear Eat and play Smock BabyBjorn Eat and Play Smock
provides serious coverage with long sleeves and even protection in the back. Think of it as a waterproof snuggie for your child. It is very easy to dry clean and is easy. The fabric can be machine washed. Suitable for children from 8 months to 3 years. About $30. Strengths: Really keeps your baby clean, easy to dry out,
easy, need to eat and play. Weaknesses: A bit of a pain to put on, more expensive than other bibs, a lot of material on small babies (see photo). Finally, word on BabyBjørn Eat and Play Smock: I wouldn't use this for daily feedings because I like a bib I can throw on quickly. But it's a great post to have around when you
really want to keep your baby clean and transition nicely into a toddler playing smock. Bumkins Disney Sleeved Bib This is another great bib for keeping your baby mess free, but with a bit less material than BabyBorn Eat and Play Smock. The Bumkins Disney Sleeved Bib is a better fit for younger kids (age 6 months to 2
years). I found this a little faster to put on than BabyBorn Eat and Play Smock (reviewed above), too. It's easy to wipe this smock and machine wash. It has an old-school tie closure in the back and a pocket in front. Unleaded, PVC-free, BPA-free, phthalates-free, and vinyl-free. Very easy. Costs about $13. If you have a
Disney lover, this is a great option because it comes in 11 different Disney patterns. So you may be able to convince an anti-bib toddler to put this on without a fight. Long live Belle! Strengths: Good protection, affordable, easy to wipe off, light, unleaded, PVC-free, BPA-free, phthalates free and vinyl-free weaknesses:
Your child will grow faster than Baby Bear Eat and Play Smock. Last word on Bumkins Disney Sleeved Bib: If you want a long-sleeved bib for your baby, this is a good, affordable choice. Bumkins Junior Bib Although sleeveless, Bumkins Junior Bib definitely still provides more protection than a traditional bib. It is very
easy to wear, lightweight and comes with a front pocket. The waterproof fabric is easy to wipe off. It is also machine washable. It is unleaded, PVC-free, BPA-free, phthalate-free and vinyl-free.  The neck closure is Velcro and adjustable. Geared to ages 1 to 3. This bib costs about $10. It comes in a lot of cute patterns.
Strengths: Lots! Easy on and off, lightweight, front pocket, cleans easy, unleaded, PVC-free, BPA-free, phthalates-free and vinyl-free, adjustable neck closure, cheap, sweet pattern choice, affordable, transitions neatly into a player smock. Weaknesses: I'm still trying to think of one. Last word on Bumkins Junior Bib: If you
want a little more coverage in a bib, this is a great opportunity. Which bibs did I love the most? When it comes to the traditional bibs, my favorite is definitely Tommee Tippee Explora Easi-roll bib because it's just so easy to clean and it's a snap for dry-off. Plus it just takes a second to put on my baby. When it comes to
more protection, I really like both Bumkin options. They were just super easy to wipe off, very light and quick to put on. I eventually felt like babybear smock was a better playing smock than bib. Alpha Mom paid for all bibs tested in this review.  TwitterFacebookPin ItEmail article I remember the first baby photoshoot I did
with my son. I dressed him up in the most adorable angel outfit and booked a professional photographer to capture the precious memories of the first few weeks of his life. I made a huge rookie mistake, though: I left the house with a clean baby in a pristine white shirt and no bib. As you can imagine, that beautiful little



costume does not make it past the first flash of the camera. It was sopping wet before I could say precious memories. So what I remember more than anything from that day is that bibs are non-negotiable. Babies are small root machines, but the best baby bibs can help you keep things drier. Don't make my mistake – let
this guide help you choose a bib that works best for you and your baby, no matter what they spit up! Do Babies Wear Bibs? Babies make a mess, whether they are newborn or 6 months old. They spit up, they dribble, they drool. Some babies seem to be making an Olympic sport out of the drooling. I want to tell you that
children become less messy as they get older, but my son disproves that theory every day. So do yourself a favor - put a bib on your kids as long as they will let you. It will save you a lot of aggravation and work in the long run. In their early years, my kids ruined a lot of perfectly good outfits because I used the wrong
bibs. And their timing couldn't be worse. They always seemed to destroy just the outfits that were given to them by their grandparents. Almost without fail, if one of them was in an outfit from grandma, it was only a matter of time before they would regurgitating a whole bottle of milk on themselves right after their bib with
chintzy Velcro fastner fell off. I quickly learned what to look for in a good bib, and I hope that this knowledge will save you some irritation... and money. Not every baby will get rashes, but sensitive skin is common in babies and staying in wet clothes can trigger a monster of a rash. My son got a regular rash in his first few
weeks to produce swimming pool levels of drool. That was before I wised up and learned that wet shirts rub against sensitive baby skin can cause rashes. Like any new mother, when I saw a rash of any kind, I would worry sick until it went away. The best way to prevent the dreaded drool rash on a child's chest is to keep
their shirt dry. And it's much easier and more convenient to replace bibs than it is to change an entire outfit. The different types of bibs choose the best Baby Bibs These are some of the factors you want to think about before buying your first bib for baby. The Best Baby Bibs by 2020 Here are the best baby bibs currently
on the market: If you like for your baby to look like a little cowboy and Keep their shirt dry, you will want to check out bandana bibs. They are comfortable and stylish stylish must be worn throughout the day. They look more like a fashion accessory than a bib, but they are functional and keep the front of your child's shirt
clean. Fans of the bandana bib trend will probably think that these Good Baby bibs are super adorable. They are made of a soft, thick material that absorbs well. The front part of the bib is made of organic cotton, and the back is made of durable polyester. They can fit many different sizes of children because they have
two nickel-free snaps on the back that fit a range of ages from 3 months up to about 2 years. Always remember never to let your child chew on snaps, these can be a choking hazard. Don't tell me you weren't warned - babies spit up a lot. There were times I thought my kids would be better off just wrapped in a giant
towel, once and for all. When the matches spit up, you will have a bib that is small enough to fit their little necks, but also something that is absorbing enough for the times they are really let loose. The best thing about these green sprout bibs is that they are made of ultra-absorbent cotton terry, which will protect your
child's tender skin from drool rashes by soaking up the endless rivers of drool they seem to produce. They have adjustable Velcro closures that make it a breeze to put on and whip out again. One bonus is that these come in a colorful ten pack with each bib priced at just more than $1. These larger baby bies are made for
babies from 3 months to 12 months old. They have a waterproof inner layer and two super-absorbent outer layers. They come in a variety of fun, solid colors so your adorable little monster can spit up the whole rainbow! These bandana bibs hold a lot of drool and feature adorable neutral designs that look great on both
boys and girls. Each set comes with eight different bibs in a variety of white, blue and gray colors with matching arrow and triangle design. The front of the bib is made of 100 percent soft organic cotton mussel. The back lining is polyester fleece for sucking. Instead of Velcro, which can come undone and scratch your
child's skin, these bibs have two metal snaps. They stay in place and your child won't be able to pull the bib off. Most importantly, they are super absorbent. You don't have to worry about your child's clothes getting wet, and you can even wipe their face with the front of the bib because it's so soft. These make a
particularly great gift for expecting mothers because you know they will look good no matter what. Bumkins bibs are huge! Made of stain- and smell-resistant plastic that you can just wipe down, it means you can whip them out after meals to reveal a completely clean, happy kid underneath. Designed to cover the entire
torso, shot, arms and right up to the neckline, this bib could not be fuller coverage. The material is free of PVC, vinyl, BPA, phthalate and and comes in a wide fan fan unisex patterns that are pretty cute. Wipe with a damp cloth or throw in the washing machine when you are done. Bring one of these if you are on your
way to a restaurant or friend's house, or use them for other messy moments like arts and crafts projects. Your child also likes that these look much more like big-kid clothes than a baby bib. Bibs don't have to cost an arm and a leg - there are so many affordable options out there that give you everything you could want in
a good overall bib. In other words, they should be comfortable and easy to put on, but fasteners should stay tight enough that your baby can't rip it off. These come in various solid colors and are an excellent choice for parents trying to see their budgets. Luvable Friends bibs are made with a Velcro fastner, easy to put on
and made of soft fabric that won't have your baby screaming on top of their lungs and trying to rip it off. They keep up well with repeated trips through the washing machine and dryer. Your child's entire torso will be protected, making it great for those parents who are trying to protect the entire outfits. A bib that protects
infants won't be the same design as them for toddlers – after all, they've entered the exciting world of human food. If you are not careful about choosing a suitable bib, the spaghetti you serve will go everywhere and it destroys your child's pants and shirt. These BabyBjorn bibs are not something like the ones your mother
used on you when you were a little kid. Those that look like giant plastic noses, you look at horses. Instead, they are made of nifty propathene and thermoplastic elastic rubber. They are more comfortable than the cheap plastic bibs that babies usually find so annoying but are not made of a soft fabric. This means they
can go in the dishwasher for easy cleanup. What sets these apart from the competition is the deep front spill pocket, which catches dropped food. And since toddlers seem to miss their mouths more than they find them, these pockets should get a workout. If your little princess has trouble salivating, these floral bandana
bibs will help keep it at bay. This package contains ten precious bib designs, including bright floral colors perfect for outings or family photos. Each bib is made of 100 percent organic and hypoallergenic materials. They have a double layer function so your baby stays warm while preventing drool and moisture from
reaching clothes or skin. No matter what part of the bib touches your child's skin, you don't have to worry about it causing rashes or irritation. We also really like how they grow with your baby. The metal snap closures can be adjusted to three sizes to suit both newborns and toddlers. Parents may fasten and loosen the
bib easily, but small hands won't be able to take it out. There are a lot of in to dress your little girl girl These adorable bibs make a cute and useful accessory. When your child is still small, you will probably find that versatility is a big part of the products you end up loving most for them. Some styles are less structured and
so can grow along with your child, sometimes acting as a burp towel, other times like a bib during meals. This aden+ anais bib is essentially a thick, durable burping cloth and bib in one, and its shape and size make it multipurpose. Once draped over the shoulders and snapped closed at the back, it becomes a full
coverage bib for a smaller baby. When draped over the shoulder, it is an absorbing burping cloth. They are made of a lightweight, 100 percent cotton mussel material that can be thrown in the sink afterwards. The pure cotton makes it suitable for even the most sensitive skins, and becomes softer with each wash.
Because the kidney-shaped cloth fits right around your child's neck and shoulders, you get fuller coverage than you would with a more traditional style. The arms and sides of your child's neck are well covered. Happy Healthy Silicone Baby Bibs are the best if you're looking for something that's easy to clean. Bib is made
of 100% food quality silicone. It doesn't absorb any water. When you need to clean the bibs, wipe a cloth dipped in soapy water over the bib. Viola! The job is done. These bibs don't have to be deeply cleaned or walk in the washing machine. So it saves you time, money and energy. It also means that bibs are always
ready for use. When the meal time comes around again, simply wipe the bibs clean and put them on your baby. The bibs always have a handy catcher tray at the bottom. When your little one drops food, it doesn't land on your lap or floor. It falls into the catcher. Simply empty it after meal time, and dry clean. Even when
you do your best to stick to your budget, somehow there is always just another piece of baby gear you have forgotten and the need to add to the shopping list. More often than not, buying things in multiples is the best bet for parents to see their bottom line, and bibs are no exception. Especially if your child is a heavy
drooler, you will have a single pack of bibs that will have you covered without spending too much money. Neat Solutions bibs are just that - a neat option. The most affordable option on the list, they come in a pack of 10 for just $7, which means it won't exactly break your heart if you get so badly tainted it must be tossed.
The back is fastened with Velcro, and each one has a super-sweet embroidery pattern on. They are thin and lie flat against the torso, so they don't get in the way during dinner. The front is soft 75 per cent cotton terry cloth and the back is BPA- and PVC-free plastic to stop any moisture soaking through. Even if you've
splashed out on more expensive bibs, it does not harm to keep a few of these on hand for or emergencies. I know, I know, not everything in life should be about boring functionality! One of the best things about having a toddler in your life is that you get to have fun with childish things all over again. If you love all things
cute and adorable, why not look for a bib that brings a little bit of fun to the meals? Spring Hop Zoo make bibs that will make you (and hopefully your toddler) smile. While they're perfectly charming if your child is like mine, you're also happy about the chance to make meals feel more like play and less like a chore. There
is ladybug, butterfly, and cow design, which is my favorite because of the cute little ears. Just because they're dead sweet doesn't mean they don't also do the job, though. There is a handy food pocket at the bottom that is incorporated into the design. These are water resistant, soft and attached to the side, which is
always great for discerning toddlers who don't want anything that bothers the back of their neck. Another great feature is that they can be neatly folded up so you can store dirty bibs easily with the wet parts tucked inside. FAQs Bottom line Considering both function and economics, Luvable Friends bibs are our top pick
as the best baby bibs. They are durable, sweet, cuddly and big. What more could you want? New parents may underestimate how much clutter can come out of such a small person. I love that these cover the whole torso because as adorable as children are when they are hungry, they just don't care how much milk or
food they waste in an attempt to get some into their mouths. They offer excellent protection and they keep clothes dry and immaculate. They are also comfortable enough that your baby will not try to rip them off as they will try eventually. Subscribe to our newsletter We do not send you spam. It is free and you can
unsubscribe at any time. Time.
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